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Genetic insertions, duplications and indels account for ~14% 
of 60,008 known human pathogenic variants1 (Fig.  1a). 
Many of these abnormal insertions and duplications 

involve larger DNA fragments (>100 bp). Indeed, retrotranspo-
son element insertions, ranging from 163 to 6,000 bp (refs. 2,3), 
disrupt the normal expression and function of genes4, thereby 
causing genetic diseases, such as cystic fibrosis, hemophilia A, 
X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism and inherited cancers4–7. Precise 
genome-editing technologies that simultaneously delete the inserted 
or duplicated DNA sequences and repair the disrupted genomic site 
might provide a way to treat a wide range of diseases.

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is a powerful gene-editing tool for 
correcting pervasive pathogenic gene mutations. Using dual sin-
gle guide RNAs (sgRNAs), Cas9 can induce two double-strand 
breaks (DSBs). The two cut ends are then ligated through the 
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) repair pathway, leading to a 
≤5-Mb target fragment deletion in vitro8,9 and in vivo10–12. However, 
the random indels generated by NHEJ lower the editing accuracy 
of this method. When a donor DNA template is present, CRISPR/
Cas9 can insert a desired sequence at the cut site to more accurately 
repair the deletion junction through homology-directed repair 
(HDR)13,14. Nevertheless, the repair efficiency of CRISPR-mediated 
HDR is hindered by the exogenous DNA donor and is limited in 
postmitotic cells15,16. To further expand the gene-editing toolbox, a 
novel CRISPR-associated gene editor, called PE17, was developed by 
conjugating an engineered reverse transcriptase (RT) to a catalyti-
cally impaired Cas9 ‘nickase’ (Cas9H840A) that cleaves only one DNA 
strand. An extension at the 3′ end of the pegRNA functions as an 
RT template, allowing the nicked site to be precisely repaired17,18. 
Thus, PE can mediate small deletions, insertions and base editing 
without creating DSBs or requiring donor DNA17 and holds great 
promise for correcting human genetic diseases19–22. Yet, PE has not 
been applied to delete larger DNA fragments. Here, we engineer 

the PEDAR method, enabling accurate deletion of a larger genomic 
fragment and concurrent insertion of a desired sequence without 
requiring a repair template.

Results
PEDAR strategy. To achieve accurate and efficient large-fragment 
deletion and simultaneous insertion without requiring a DNA tem-
plate (Supplementary Fig.  1a), we modified the PE system to use 
a pair of pegRNAs (hereafter referred to as pegF and pegR) rather 
than one pegRNA and one nicking guide RNA. We reasoned that 
using two pegRNAs would enable concurrent targeting of both 
DNA strands. The 3′ extension of each pegRNA is a reverse com-
plementary RT template that encodes the sequences for desired 
insertion. In theory, this newly engineered system could mediate 
accurate deletion–repair through the following steps (Fig. 1b, left): 
(1) prime editor recognizes the ‘NGG’ protospacer adjacent motif 
(PAM) sequence, binds and nicks the two complementary strands 
of DNA on either side of the large fragment8, (2) the desired inser-
tion sequences are reverse transcribed into the target site using 
the RT template linked to the pegRNAs, (3) the complementary 
DNA strands containing the edits are annealed, (4) the original 
DNA strands (that is, 5′ flaps) are excised and (5) DNA is repaired. 
However, Cas9 nickase cannot effectively mediate larger target dele-
tions with paired guide RNAs23,24. Indeed, PE applications reported 
in the literature are limited to programming deletions of less  
than 100 bp, raising the concern that PE cannot generate long 
genomic deletions18.

Fully active Cas9 nuclease has been used to program larger dele-
tions with dual sgRNAs14. Therefore, we conjugated an active Cas9 
nuclease, instead of Cas9 nickase, to the RT17 to create ‘PE-Cas9’ 
(Supplementary Fig. 1b). With a single pegRNA17, PE-Cas9 and PE 
generated similar rates of a 3-bp CTT insertion at the cut/nicking 
site of an endogenous locus (Supplementary Fig.  1c), indicating  
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that Cas9 nuclease activity does not affect PE efficiency. We 
hypothesized that, with the guidance of two pegRNAs targeting 
both complementary strands of DNA, PE-Cas9 can introduce two 
DSBs and delete the intervening DNA fragment between the two 
cut sites. Concurrently, the desired edits are incorporated at target 
sites using the RT template at the 3′ extension of the pegRNAs. The 
two complementary edits then function as homologous sequences 
to direct the ligation and repair of the deletion junction. We term 
this method PEDAR (Fig. 1b, right).

Compare PE, Cas9 and PEDAR in programming deletion–inser-
tion. We compared the efficiency of PEDAR, PE and Cas9 sys-

tems in coupling large target deletion and accurate insertion at the 
endogenous HEK3 genomic locus in HEK293T cells. We designed 
two pegRNAs with an offset of 979 bp (distance between the two 
NGG PAM sequences) to program a 991-bp deletion/18-bp inser-
tion at the HEK3 site. The RT template at the 3′ extension of the 
pegRNAs encodes an I-SceI recognition sequence (18 bp), which 
will be reversed transcribed and integrated into the target site 
(Supplementary Fig. 1d). Paired pegRNAs along with PE, PE-Cas9 
or Cas9 were transfected into cells. Delivery of PE-Cas9 with or 
without single pegRNA was used as a negative control. Three 
days after transfection, we amplified the target genomic site and 
found that treatment with either PE-Cas9 or active Cas9, but not 
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Fig. 1 | PeDaR mediates large target deletion and simultaneous insertion at an endogenous genomic locus. a, Classification of the 60,008 known human 
pathogenic genetic variants reported in the ClinVar database1; SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism. b, Overview of using PE (left) and PEDAR (right) 
to generate accurate deletion–insertion. The paired pegRNAs targeting the complementary DNA strand are denoted as pegF and pegR. c, Deletion of a 
991-bp DNA fragment and simultaneous insertion of I-Sce1 recognition sequence (18 bp) at the HEK3 locus (chromosome 9:107,422,166–107,423,588). 
The target genomic region was amplified using primers that span the cut sites. HEK293T cells were transfected with PE, Cas9 or PE-Cas9 with or without 
single or paired pegRNAs. The ~450-bp band is the expected deletion amplicon (denoted with an asterisk (*)), and the ~1.4-kb band is the amplicon 
without deletion. d, Deletion amplicons from Cas9- or PE-Cas9-treated groups shown in c were incubated with or without I-SceI endonuclease and 
analyzed on a 4–20% TBE gel. Digested products are marked by arrows with expected sizes. The original amplicon is marked as ‘Uncut’. The band with 
insertion of I-Sce1 recognition sequence is denoted with an asterisk (*). e, PE-Cas9- or Cas9-mediated absolute rates of all the editing events in total 
genomic DNA at the HEK3 site. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 biologically independent samples); **P = 0.0053, two-tailed t-test. f, Deep 
sequencing of deletion amplicons shown in c. Bar chart shows distribution of all deletion events, including accurate deletion–insertion, direct deletion 
(deletion without any insertions) or imperfect deletion–insertion. Editing rate represents the reads with indicated editing/total deletion events. Data are 
represented as mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 biologically independent samples); ****P = 0.0000140; ***P = 0.002, two-tailed t-test.
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PE, led to a ~450-bp deletion amplicon. This amplicon was ~1 kb 
shorter than the amplicon without deletion (Fig. 1c). We digested 
the deletion amplicon with I-SceI endonuclease and observed that 
only the PE-Cas9-treated group showed cut bands of expected size 
(~251 bp and ~199 bp), indicating insertion of the I-SceI recogni-
tion sequence (Fig. 1d). Using real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR), 
we found that PE-Cas9 generates an accurate deletion–insertion 
frequency of 2.67 ± 0.839% in total genomic DNA, whereas Cas9 
seldom generated accurate editing (0.0112 ± 0.00717%; Fig. 1e). To 
further verify editing accuracy, we purified the deletion amplicon 
(~450-bp band in Fig.1c) and performed a deep sequencing analy-
sis. We found that PE-Cas9 mediates 27.0 ± 1.83% accurate editing 
of total deletion events (Fig. 1f). Taken together, our findings sug-
gest that PEDAR outperforms PE and Cas9 editing in programming 
accurate large-fragment deletion and simultaneous insertion.

PEDAR also generated unintended edits, which are classified 
as (1) other deletion–insertion, including direct deletion without 
insertion and imperfect deletion–insertion, and (2) small indels 
generated by individual pegRNA at the two cut sites, hereafter 
referred to as cut site_F and cut site_R. We measured the incidence 
of these events in total genomic DNA by qPCR and observed that 
PE-Cas9 and Cas9 generated comparable rates of unintended edits 
(Fig. 1e). Of all the deletion events, PE-Cas9 generated 38.0 ± 4.15% 
imperfect deletion–insertions caused by imprecise DNA repair or 
pegRNA scaffold insertion17 and a much lower rate of direct deletion 
without insertion than that mediated by active Cas9 (35.0 ± 4.80% 
and 88.8 ± 1.58%, respectively) (Fig. 1f). PE-Cas9-mediated unin-
tended deletion edits with the highest sequencing reads are listed 
in Supplementary Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 3. PE-Cas9 or 
Cas9 also introduced indels at the two cut sites without generat-
ing the desired deletion. Sanger sequencing of the amplicon with-
out deletion (~1.4-kb band in Fig.  1c) revealed no substantial  
difference in small indels caused by PE-Cas9 and Cas9 
(Supplementary Fig. 2b).

To explore the potential repair mechanism underlying 
PEDAR-mediated editing, we delivered PE-Cas9 with one pegRNA 
and one sgRNA targeting the HEK3 locus into cells. PE-Cas9 
with paired pegRNAs served as a positive control (Supplementary 
Fig. 2c). Although PE-Cas9 generated a ~450-bp deletion amplicon 
using one pegRNA and one sgRNA (Supplementary Fig. 2d), this 
amplicon failed to be digested into two distinct bands by I-Sce1 
endonuclease (Supplementary Fig.  2e). Deep sequencing revealed 
minimal accurate deletion–insertion (0.716 ± 0.0868%) in the cells 
transfected with one pegRNA and one sgRNA as compared to a 
26.5 ± 1.12% accurate editing rate in cells treated with PEDAR 
(Supplementary Fig. 2f). This result demonstrates that the reverse 
complementary sequences introduced by paired pegRNAs at the 
two cut sites are essential for directing accurate repair, resembling 
the annealing and ligation process in microhomology-mediated 
end joining (MMEJ) or in the single strand annealing (SSA)  
repair pathway25,26.

We also investigated how design of the pegRNAs, namely 
the length of the primer-binding site (PBS) and the design of RT 
template, might affect editing efficiency of PEDAR. Our original 
PEDAR system used paired pegRNAs with 13-nucleotide (nt) PBSs. 
We designed two additional paired pegRNAs with 10-nt or 25-nt 
PBSs targeting the HEK3 locus as comparisons. Although all paired 
pegRNAs supported a ~1-kb deletion (Supplementary Fig.  3a) 
and simultaneous insertion of the I-Sce1 recognition sequence 
(Supplementary Fig. 3b), the shorter and longer PBS lengths sub-
stantially impaired the accurate editing rate identified by deep 
sequencing (Supplementary Fig. 3c). To determine the effect of RT 
template design on editing efficiency, we designed an alternative 
pegRNA (pegRNA_alt), similar to the pegRNA used in PE2 (ref. 17),  
by extending the RT template with a 14-nt sequence homologous 
to the region after the other cut site (Supplementary Fig.  3d). 
After transfecting the newly designed paired pegRNAs with PE or 
PE-Cas9 into cells, we identified a deletion amplicon of the expected 
size (Supplementary Fig.  3e), and insertion of I-Sce1 recognition 
sequence was detected in the deletion amplicon (Supplementary 
Fig.  3f). Deep sequencing of the deletion amplicon revealed that 
pegRNA_alt notably decreased the PE-Cas9-mediated accurate 
editing rate compared to the original pegRNAs (Supplementary 
Fig. 3g). Surprisingly, cotransfection of PE and pegRNA_alt greatly 
improved the purity of deletion product (85.9 ± 0.644% accurate 
editing in deletion amplicon; Supplementary Fig.  3g). However, 
the absolute accurate editing rate in total genomic DNA was com-
parable between PE/pegRNA_alt and PE-Cas9/pegRNA groups 
(Supplementary Fig.  3h), potentially due to the limited ability of 
Cas9 nickase to introduce larger deletions23,24. Based on the collec-
tive findings, we elected to use pegRNAs with a 13-nt PBS and an 
RT template without adding the sequence homologous to the target 
site after incision in the subsequent studies.

To assess the efficiency of PEDAR-mediated deletion–inser-
tion at an endogenous locus other than the HEK3 site, we tar-
geted the DYRK1A locus for deleting a 995-bp DNA fragment and 
simultaneously inserting I-Sce1 recognition sequence. Treatment 
of HEK293T cells with PEDAR lead to a ~507-bp deletion band 
(Supplementary Fig.  4a), and this amplified product could be 
digested by I-Sce1 endonuclease (Supplementary Fig.  4b). Deep 
sequencing of the deletion amplicon identified a 2.18 ± 0.552% 
accurate editing efficiency (Supplementary Fig.  4c). We reasoned 
that the low GC content at the primer-binding sequences of the two 
pegRNAs targeting the DYRK1A locus (23% of pegF and 31% of 
pegR) restricted integration of the desired DNA fragment, which is 
consistent with a report showing poor PE efficiency when the GC 
content in the PBS is less than 30% (ref. 27).

PEDAR enables larger deletion and insertion. To further under-
stand the robustness of the PEDAR system, we explored its limits 
with respect to insertion size and deletion size. First, we set out to 
insert the I-Sce1 recognition sequence together with either a Flag 

Fig. 2 | Flexibility of PeDaR in programming a larger deletion and insertion in heK293T cells. a, Insert DNA fragments of variable lengths (18 bp, 
44 bp and 60 bp) to the target site at the HEK3 locus. pegRNAs and primers for amplifying the target site are as shown. The expected sizes of digestion 
products after I-Sce1 treatment are shown. b, Amplification of target genomic region using primers spanning the cut sites at the HEK3 locus. The deletion 
amplicons are denoted with an asterisk (*). Cells transfected with PE-Cas9 alone serve as negative control. c, Deletion amplicons from groups shown in 
b were incubated with or without I-SceI endonuclease and were analyzed in 4–20% TBE gels. Digested products are marked by arrows with expected 
sizes. The original amplicon is marked as ‘Uncut’. d, Deep sequencing of deletion amplicons shown in b. Bar chart shows accurate deletion–insertion 
rate. Data represent mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 biologically independent samples); **P = 0.0024, two-tailed t-test. e, Efficiency of PEDAR in mediating larger 
deletions. Paired pegRNAs spaced ~8 kb (pegF + pegR1) or 10 kb (pegF + pegR2) apart were designed as indicated to target the CDC42 locus. Primers used 
to amplify the target genomic regions are as marked (P1 + P3 and P2 + P4). f, The target genomic region was amplified using the primers indicated in e. 
Cells transfected with PE-Cas9 alone served as a negative control. The deletion amplicons are marked with expected sizes (denoted with an asterisk (*)). 
g, Deletion amplicons from Cas9- or PE-Cas9-treated groups shown in f were incubated with or without I-SceI endonuclease and were analyzed in 4–20% 
TBE gels. Digested products are marked with expected sizes. The original amplicon is marked as ‘Uncut’. h, Deep sequencing of deletion amplicons shown 
in f. Bar chart shows the rate of accurate deletion–insertion events. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 biologically independent samples).
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epitope tag (44 bp total) or a Cre recombinase loxP site (60 bp total) 
into the HEK3 locus after deletion of a ~1-kb DNA fragment. Two 
paired pegRNAs were designed with either a 44-nt RT template or 
a 60-nt RT template, and the pegRNAs with an 18-nt RT template 
served for comparison (Fig. 2a). For all paired pegRNAs, PE-Cas9 
generated the expected deletion (Fig. 2b) and inserted the desired 
sequence (Fig. 2c) at the target site in cells. Deep sequencing revealed 
13.7 ± 1.51% (44-bp insertion) and 12.4 ± 2.88% (60-bp insertion) 

accurate deletion–insertion rates within total deletion edits, which 
are substantially lower than the 22.6 ± 0.267% accurate editing 
efficiency of PE-Cas9 when inserting a shorter sequence (18 bp) 
(Fig.  2d). To investigate the maximum deletion size generated by 
PEDAR, we designed two distinct paired pegRNAs with an offset of 
~8 kb or ~10 kb to target the CDC42 locus (Fig. 2e). Using the indi-
cated primers to amplify the corresponding target site, we observed 
the expected deletion amplicon (Fig. 2f). After I-Sce1 endonuclease 
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treatment, two digested bands were detected in the PE-Cas9-treated 
group (Fig.  2g). Deep sequencing revealed 18.4 ± 2.07% (8-kb 
deletion/18-bp insertion) and 6.97 ± 1.00% (10-kb deletion/18-bp 
insertion) accurate deletion–insertion rates within the deletion 
amplicon (Fig.  2h). In all, these data demonstrate the robustness 
and flexibility of PE-Cas9 in generating >10-kb larger deletions and 
up to 60-bp insertions.

PEDAR restores gene expression by programming in-frame dele-
tion. Next, we asked whether PEDAR could generate large in-frame 
deletions and accurately repair genomic coding regions to restore 
gene expression. To answer this question, we used a HEK293T traf-
fic light reporter (TLR) cell line28,29, which contains a green fluo-
rescent protein (GFP) sequence with an insertion and an mCherry 
sequence separated by a T2A (2A self-cleaving peptides) sequence. 
The disrupted GFP sequence causes a frameshift that prevents 
mCherry expression (Fig. 3a). We hypothesized that PEDAR could 
restore mCherry signal by accurately deleting the disrupted GFP 
and T2A sequence (~800 bp in length). We designed two pegRNAs 
targeting the promoter region before the start codon of GFP and 
the site immediately after T2A, respectively. In this approach, part 
of the Kozak sequence and start codon are unintentionally deleted 
due to the restriction of the PAM sequence. However, we designed 
the RT template at the 3′ end of pegRNAs to encode the Kozak 
sequence and start codon to ensure their insertion into the target 
site by reverse transcription (Fig. 3a).

We treated TLR cells with dual pegRNAs (pegF + pegR) and 
either PE-Cas9, PE or Cas9 and used flow cytometry to assess the 
mCherry signal. The frequency of mCherry+ cells was notably 

higher in the PE-Cas9-treated group (2.12 ± 0.105%) than in the PE- 
or Cas9-treated groups (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 5a,b). The 
mCherry+ cell rate was limited in all three replicates, likely because 
the cleavage efficiency of pegRNA at cut site_R (pegR) is very low 
(~1.8%; Supplementary Fig. 5c). Thus, we designed another pegRNA 
(pegR2) with a ~10.3% cleavage rate (Fig.  3a and Supplementary 
Fig.  5c) and assessed its efficiency in restoring mCherry expres-
sion. Indeed, the newly designed paired pegRNAs greatly improved 
the mCherry+ cell rate (2.99 ± 0.166%; Fig. 3b and Supplementary 
Fig. 5d). Alternatively, to enhance the editing rate, we explored the 
possibility of improving the expression level of gene-editing agents in 
cells30. Cotransfection of cells with a fluorescent protein-expressing 
plasmid, followed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), 
would enrich for cells with high levels of transgene expression31,32. 
Thus, a GFP-expressing plasmid was cotransfected with PE-Cas9 
and paired pegRNAs into TLR cells as an indicator of transfection 
efficiency. We observed a ~1.42-fold increase in the mCherry+ cell 
rate after selection of cells with high GFP expression (Fig. 3c and 
Supplementary Fig. 5e). These results indicate that the editing effi-
ciency of PEDAR largely relies on the efficiency of pegRNA and the 
expression level of gene-editing components. To verify that PEDAR 
restored mCherry expression via accurate deletion–insertion, we 
sorted mCherry+ cells in PE-Cas9-treated groups and amplified the 
target sequence. In all three replicates, we detected a deletion ampli-
con that is ~800 bp shorter than the amplicon in untreated control 
cells (Fig. 3d). Further, we assessed the accurate editing rate by deep 
sequencing analysis of the ~300-bp deletion amplicon. The results 
revealed a 16.2 ± 2.58% accurate deletion–insertion rate (Fig.  3e). 
The most common imperfect editing event across the three  
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cells. Three days later, cells with high GFP expression were selected for analyzing mCherry signal by flow cytometry. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. 
(n = 3 biologically independent samples); ***P = 0.0007, two-tailed t-test. d, TLR cells edited by PEDAR were selected by flow cytometry (for mCherry 
signal) and subjected to PCR amplification using primers spanning the two cut sites. The amplicon with the desired deletion is ~300 bp compared to 
a ~1.1-kb PCR product in the control group; Rep, replicate; Ctrl, untreated TLR cells. e, Efficiency of accurate deletion–insertion in three PEDAR-edited 
replicates (Reps 1–3) measured by deep sequencing of the deletion amplicons shown in d.
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Fig. 4 | PeDaR corrects the pathogenic insertion in a tyrosinemia i mouse model. a, The tyrosinemia I mouse model, referred to as FahΔExon5, was derived 
by integrating a ~1.38-kb neo expression cassette at exon 5 of the Fah gene; WT, wild-type. b, Diagram showing the application of PEDAR to delete the 
~1.38-kb insertion and concurrently repair the target region by inserting a 19-bp DNA fragment (marked in red). c, Immunohistochemistry staining and 
hematoxylin and eosin staining (H&E) of mouse liver sections 7 d after injection of dual pegRNAs with Cas9 or PE-Cas9. FAH+ hepatocytes are indicated 
by arrows; scale bar, 100 µm. d, Quantification of FAH-expressing hepatocytes shown in c; n = 2, Cas9-treated group; n = 4, PE-Cas9-treated group.  
e, Immunohistochemistry and H&E staining of mouse liver sections 40 d after injection of PE-Cas9 with dual pegRNAs. Mice (n = 4) were kept off NTBC. 
Mouse 1 and mouse 2 denote two representative mice from the treatment group. The liver sections from untreated FahΔExon5 kept on or off NTBC served as 
negative controls; scale bar, 100 µm. f, Amplification of exon 5 of the Fah gene from mouse livers 40 d after injection of PE-Cas9 and paired pegRNAs. The 
corrected amplicon size is around ~300 bp compared to a ~1.6-kb amplicon without deletion. Four mice in the treated group and two liver lobes (denoted 
as Rep 1 and Rep 2) per mouse were analyzed; WT, wild-type C57BL/6J mouse; FahΔExon5, untreated FahΔExon5 mouse. g, Accurate correction rate and the 
top three imperfect editing events identified by deep sequencing. Two PAM sequences are in blue and green. The 22-bp intended insertion (19-bp deletion 
fragment plus a 3-bp unintentionally deleted sequence) is underlined. Mutated nucleotides in imperfect editing sequences are highlighted in yellow. Data 
are presented as mean ± s.d. (n = 8; two liver lobes per mouse; four mice in total).
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replicates restores the mCherry open reading frame, but the 
inserted sequence lacks three nucleotides compared to the intended 
insertion (Supplementary Fig.  5f). These data demonstrate that 
PEDAR can repair genomic coding regions that are disrupted by 
large insertions.

PEDAR corrects the disrupted Fah gene in vivo. Furthermore, to 
test the in vivo application of PEDAR, we utilized a tyrosinemia I 
mouse model, referred to as FahΔExon5. This tyrosinemia I model is 
derived by replacing a 19-bp sequence with a ~1.3-kb neo expres-
sion cassette33 at exon 5 of the Fah gene34 (Fig. 4a). This insertion 
disrupts the Fah gene, causing FAH protein deficiency and liver 
damage. To maintain body weight and survival, these mice are given 
water supplemented with 2-(2-nitro-4-trifluoromethylbenzoyl)-
1,3-cyclohexanedione (NTBC), a tyrosine catabolic pathway 
inhibitor. We hypothesized that PEDAR can correct the causative 
FahΔExon5 mutation by deleting the large insertion and simultane-
ously inserting the 19-bp fragment back to repair exon 5 (Fig. 4b). 
We engineered two pegRNAs targeting the genomic region before 
and after the inserted neo expression cassette, respectively. At the 3′ 
end of pegRNAs, a 22-bp RT template encoding the deletion frag-
ment (19 bp) plus a 3-bp sequence that is unintentionally deleted by 
PE-Cas9 was designed. PE-Cas9 and the two pegRNAs were deliv-
ered to the livers of mice (n = 4) via hydrodynamic injection. Mice 
(n = 2) treated with Cas9/pegRNAs served as negative controls. 
Mice were kept on NTBC water after treatment. One week later, 
the mice were killed, and immunochemical staining with FAH anti-
body was performed on liver sections. We detected FAH-expressing 
hepatocytes on PE-Cas9-treated liver sections (Fig.  4c), with a 
0.76 ± 0.25% correction rate (Fig.  4d). FAH expression was not 
detected in Cas9-treated mouse liver (Fig. 4c).

Hepatocytes with corrected FAH protein will gain a growth 
advantage and eventually repopulate the liver35. Therefore, we 
delivered PE-Cas9 and the two pegRNAs via hydrodynamic injec-
tion to mice (n = 4) and subsequently removed the NTBC supple-
ment to allow repopulation. Untreated FahΔExon5 mice (on or off 
NTBC water) were used as controls. Forty days later, widespread 
FAH patches were observed in PE-Cas9-treated mouse liver sec-
tions, and the corrected hepatocytes showed normal morphology 
(Fig.  4e and Supplementary Fig.  6a). To understand the editing 
events in mouse liver, we amplified the target site by using PCR 
primers spanning exon 5 and identified the ~300-bp deletion 
amplicon in treated mice, indicating deletion of the ~1.3-kb inser-
tion fragment (Fig. 4f). Deep sequencing of the ~300-bp deletion 
amplicon uncovered that accurate deletion–insertion constitutes 
78.2 ± 3.17% of total deletion events (Fig. 4g). We reasoned that, in 
this mouse model, hepatocytes with corrected FAH protein will out-
grow cells with unintended editing, imposing a positive selection 
for desired editing. The average indel rates caused by each pegRNA 
at the Fah locus were 9.6% (cut site_F) and 0.14% (cut site_R) 
(Supplementary Fig. 6b). Although one mouse had a much higher 
average indel rate (27.7%) at cut site_F (mouse 1 in Supplementary 
Fig.  6b), it did not negatively affect FAH protein expression 
(mouse 1 in Fig.  4e). Overall, our data demonstrate the potential 
of using PEDAR in vivo to repair pathogenic mutations caused by  
large insertions.

Discussion
Here, we expanded the application scope of PE by developing 
PEDAR that can correct mutations caused by larger genomic rear-
rangements. Our PEDAR system is similar to a recently developed 
paired PE method called PRIME-Del, which can introduce 20- to 
700-bp target deletions and up to 30-bp insertions36. Compared to 
PRIME-Del, PEDAR seems to be more error prone, introducing 
higher fractions of direct deletion and imperfect deletion–inser-
tion (Supplementary Fig.  3g); however, both editors exhibited  

comparable absolute accurate rates in total genomic DNA 
(Supplementary Fig.  3h). Importantly, we show that PEDAR is 
able to introduce >10-kb target deletions and up to 60-bp inser-
tions in cells, both of which are larger than what primer editors can  
generate17,36. Moreover, PEDAR can program target deletion–inser-
tion editing in quiescent hepatocytes in mouse liver, where HDR is 
not favorable37.

Despite the relative editing efficiency and accuracy of PE-Cas9 
being higher than PE and Cas9, the absolute editing efficiency of 
PEDAR is limited, possibly due to the cleavage activity, PBS length 
and RT template length of the paired pegRNAs. Designing and 
comparing multiple paired pegRNA sequences could improve 
PEDAR efficiency. PEDAR efficiency is also rendered by imperfect 
deletion–insertion edits due to partial insertion of pegRNA scaffold 
sequence17 (Supplementary Fig. 2a). Optimizing the PE system to 
eliminate this unintended editing might improve the editing purity 
of PEDAR. Finally, PEDAR efficiency might be restricted by com-
petition of distinct repair pathways at the DSBs. Given that PEDAR 
might use a similar mechanism as MMEJ or SSA during repair of 
the DSB (Supplementary Fig. 2f), the NHEJ pathway and MMEJ or 
SSA pathway might compete for repairing the DSB introduced by 
Cas9. Previous reports demonstrated that inhibition of NHEJ could 
enhance the homology-mediated precise editing rate38,39, and, thus, 
this approach might improve the PEDAR editing rate.

Finally, we propose that PEDAR could also be used to correct 
genome duplications (Supplementary Fig.  7a), which constitute 
~10% of all human pathogenic mutations according to the ClinVar 
database1. One such genome duplication of high clinical significance 
is the trinucleotide CAG repeat expansion in the HTT gene, the root 
cause of Huntington’s disease40. Future studies should investigate 
whether PEDAR could accurately remove this expansion to reduce 
CAG repeat length. Thus, our findings have potential implications 
for the gene therapy field. The significance of PEDAR also extends 
to basic biology, where it could be used for protein function studies 
(Supplementary Fig. 7b). Previous studies introduce in-frame dele-
tions by a ‘tiling CRISPR’ method to explore the functional domain 
of specific genomic coding or long non-coding regions41,42.
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Methods
Cell culture and transfection. HEK293T cells (ATCC) and HEK293T-TLR cells28,29 
were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Corning) supplemented 
with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). 
Cells were seeded at 70% confluence in a 12-well cell culture plate 1 d before 
transfection. PE-Cas9 (1.5 μg) and paired pegRNAs (1 μg; 0.5 μg each) were 
transfected with Lipofectamine 3000 reagent (Invitrogen).

pegRNA design and cloning. Sequences for pegRNAs are listed in Supplementary 
Table 1. Plasmids expressing pegRNAs were constructed by Gibson assembly using 
BsaI-digested acceptor plasmid (Addgene, 132777) as the vector.

Mouse experiments. All animal study protocols were approved by the UMass 
Medical School IACUC. FahΔExon5 mice34 were kept on 10 mg liter–1 NTBC 
water. Thirty micrograms of PE-Cas9 or Cas9 plasmid and 15 μg of paired 
pegRNA-expressing plasmids were injected into 9-week-old mice. One week later, 
NTBC-supplemented water was replaced with normal water, and mouse weight 
was measured every 2 d. As per our guidelines, when a mouse lost 20% of its body 
weight relative to the first day of measurement (the day when NTBC water was 
removed), the mouse was supplemented with NTBC water until the original body 
weight was achieved. After 40 d, mice were killed according to guidelines.

Immunohistochemistry. Portions of livers were fixed with 4% formalin, 
embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 μm and stained with hematoxylin and eosin 
for pathology. Liver sections were dewaxed, rehydrated and stained using standard 
immunohistochemistry protocols43. The anti-FAH (Abcam, 1:400) antibody was 
used. Images were captured using a Leica DMi8 microscope.

Genomic DNA extraction, amplification and digestion. To extract genomic 
DNA, HEK293T cells (3 d after transfection) were washed with PBS, pelleted 
and lysed with 50 µl of Quick extraction buffer (Epicenter) and incubated in 
a thermocycler (65 °C for 15 min and 98 °C for 5 min). A PureLink Genomic 
DNA Mini kit (Thermo Fisher) was used to extract genomic DNA from two 
different liver lobes (~10 mg each) per mouse. Target sequences were amplified 
using Phusion Flash PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher) with the primers listed 
in Supplementary Table 2. PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis in a 
1% agarose gel, and target amplicons were extracted using a DNA extraction kit 
(Qiagen). Ten nanograms of purified PCR products was incubated with I-SceI 
endonuclease (NEB) according to manufacturer’s instructions. One hour after 
incubation, the product was visualized and analyzed by electrophoresis in 4–20% 
TBE gels (Thermo).

Tracking of indels by decomposition (TIDE) analysis to calculate indel rates 
at two cut sites. The sequences around the two cut sites of the target locus were 
amplified using Phusion Flash PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher) with the primers 
listed in Supplementary Table 2. Sanger sequencing was performed to sequence the 
purified PCR products, and the trace sequences were analyzed using TIDE software 
(https://tide.nki.nl/). The alignment window of the left boundary was set at 10 bp.

Quantification of total genomic DNA to determine the absolute editing rate 
of PEDAR. qPCR was used to calculate the absolute editing rate in total genomic 
DNA at the HEK3 locus and was performed with SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix 
(Bio-Rad). Primers within the deletion region (P1 and P2), spanning the deletion 
region (P3 and P4) or across the deletion–insertion junction (P5 and P6) were 
designed (Supplementary Fig. 8a). Two 250-bp DNA fragments (referred to 
as WT and edited) of the same sequence with unedited or accurately edited 
target sites were designed and serially diluted and served as standard templates 
(Supplementary Fig. 8b). Using indicated primers and templates to perform 
qPCR, three standard curves were generated, reflecting the correlation between 
qPCR cycle number and the concentration of DNA without a 991-bp deletion 
(Supplementary Fig. 8c), with a 991-bp deletion (Supplementary Fig. 8d) or with 
an accurate 991-bp deletion/18-bp insertion (Supplementary Fig. 8e). Finally, three 
rounds of qPCR were performed using the edited genomic DNA as template and 
corresponding primer pairs (P1 + P2, P3 + P4 or P5 + P6). The standard curves 
were applied to calculate the absolute copy number of genomic DNA with deletion, 
without deletion or with accurate deletion–insertion.

The absolute rates of each type of editing introduced by PEDAR were 
calculated using the following equations: (1) accurate deletion–insertion editing 
rate = copy number of DNA with accurate deletion–insertion/copy number of 
DNA with and without deletion; (2) other deletion–insertion rate = (copy number 
of DNA with deletion – copy number of DNA with accurate deletion–insertion)/
copy number of DNA with and without deletion; (3) absolute rate of small indels at 
two cut sites = copy number of DNA without deletion × indel rate at distinct cut site 
calculated by TIDE/copy number of DNA with and without deletion.

Flow cytometry analysis. To assess mCherry recovery rate, postediting 
HEK293T-TLR cells were trypsinized and analyzed using the MACSQuant VYB 
Flow Cytometer. Untreated HEK293T-TLR cells were used as a negative control 
for gating. To select cells with high transfection efficiency, 0.25 μg of GFP plasmid 
was cotransfected with PE-Cas9 and paired pegRNAs into TLR cells. Three days 

after transfection, cells were trypsinized and analyzed using the MACSQuant VYB 
flow cytometer. Cells transfected with GFP plasmid alone were used as a negative 
control for gating. Cells with a high expression level of GFP (~20% of the total 
population) were selected for analyzing mCherry signal. All data were analyzed 
using FlowJo 10.0 software.

High-throughput DNA sequencing of genomic DNA samples. Genomic sites 
of interest were amplified from genomic DNA using specific primers containing 
Illumina forward and reverse adaptors (listed in Supplementary Table 2). To 
quantify the percentage of desired deletion–insertions by PE-Cas9 or Cas9, 
we amplified the fragment containing deletions (~200 bp in length) from total 
genomic DNA to exclude length-dependent bias during PCR amplification. 
Twenty-microliter PCR 1 reactions were performed with forward and reverse 
primer (0.5 μM each), 1 μl of genomic DNA extract or 300 ng of purified genomic 
DNA and 10 μl of Phusion Flash PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher). PCR reactions 
were performed with the following parameters: 98 °C for 10 s, then 20 cycles of 
98 °C for 1 s, 55 °C for 5 s and 72 °C for 10 s, followed by a final 72 °C extension for 
3 min. After the first round of PCR, unique Illumina barcoding reverse primer was 
added to each sample in a secondary PCR reaction (PCR 2). Specifically, 20 μl of a 
PCR reaction contained 0.5 μM of unique reverse Illumina barcoding primer pair 
and 0.5 μM of common forward Illumina barcoding primer, 1 μl of unpurified PCR 
1 reaction mixture and 10 μl of Phusion Flash PCR Master Mix. The barcoding 
PCR 2 reactions were performed with the following parameters: 98 °C for 10 s, 
then 20 cycles of 98 °C for 1 s, 60 °C for 5 s, and 72 °C for 10 s, followed by a final 
72 °C extension for 3 min. PCR 2 products were purified by running on a 1% 
agarose gel using a QIAquick Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen) and eluting with 15 μl of 
Elution Buffer. DNA concentration was measured using a Bioanalyzer. DNA was 
sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq instrument (150 bp, paired-end) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocols. Paired-end reads were merged with FLASh44 (v1.2.11) 
with maximum overlap length equal to 150 bp. Alignment of amplicon sequence 
to the reference sequence was performed using CRISPResso2 (ref. 45) (v2.0.32). 
To quantify accurate deletion–insertion edits, CRISPResso2 was run in HDR 
mode using the sequence with desired deletion–insertion editing as the reference 
sequence. The editing window was set to 15-bp. Editing yield was calculated as the 
number of HDR aligned reads/total aligned reads.

ClinVar data analysis. The ClinVar variant summary was obtained from the 
NCBI ClinVar database (accessed 31 December 2020). Variants with pathogenic 
significance were filtered by allele ID to remove duplicates. All pathogenic variants 
were categorized according to mutation type. The fractions of distinct mutation 
types were calculated using GraphPad Prism8.

Statistics and reproducibility. In Figs. 1c,d, 2b,c,f,g, 3d and 4f and Supplementary 
Figs. 2d,e, 3a,b,e,f, 4a,b and 5b,d, three biological replicates were performed with 
similar results. In Fig. 4c,e and Supplementary Fig. 6a, four mice (Fig. 4c, PE-Cas9, 
and Fig. 4e and Supplementary Fig. 6a) or two mice (Fig. 4c, Cas9) were used in 
the experiment with similar results.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in 
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
A Reporting Summary for this article is available as a Supplementary Information 
file. The raw gel images underlying Figs. 1c,d, 2b,c,f,g, 3d and 4f and Supplementary 
Figs. 2d,e, 3a,b,e,f and 4a,b are provided as a Source Data file and an additional 
Supplementary Data file, respectively. The NCBI ClinVar database is accessible 
at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/. The raw DNA sequencing data are 
available at the NCBI Sequence Read Archive database under accession numbers 
PRJNA746292 and PRJNA746489. Source data are provided with this paper.
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